CHAI Publications
Angie’s Story - Angie
Suss Paull survived the
Holocaust in the Lodz
Ghetto, Auschwitz and
Bergen-Belsen concentration camps. She spoke
throughout upstate NY,
sharing her positive message
of courage, dignity and
compassion, until her death in 2007. Educator’s Guide and CD-ROM available.
Perilous Journeys Ten Rochester survivors
from Germany and
Austria share their stories
in this accessible book
designed for the classroom. We have lost most
of the featured survivors
but their voices live on in the web book
version at www.perilousjourneys.org.
Survival in the
Shadows - Local survivors Ellen and Erich
Arndt managed to
remain together hiding
underground in Hitler’s
Berlin. This story highlights their incredible
courage and demonstrates the importance of the more than
50 “helpers” who did not stand idly by. An
excellent tool for teaching resistance and
personal responsibility.

The Weinbachs’
Escape - This memoir tells the remarkable
story of how a German
three-star general helped
the Weinbach family
leave Austria, fleeing
from Vienna to China.
Kurt Weinbach recounts this journey,
which finally brought him to Rochester.
Kurt spoke in schools until his death in
2010.
Lost Childhood Henry Silberstern
survived Terezin, then
Auschwitz-Birkenau, as
one of Mengele’s “Birkenau Boys.” He spoke for
many years throughout
the Rochester area until
his death in 2016.
A Tribute to Mom, We
Survived Together CHAI speaker Sam
Rind’s memoir, as told
to Janet Goldman, tells
the story of his survival
as a young child with his
mother. Sam still speaks
in area schools.
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Holocaust Resources Online
www.JewishRochester.org
Jewish Federation of Greater Rochester
www.RochesterHolocaustSurvivors.org
www.USHMM.org
US Holocaust Memorial Museum
www.YadVashem.org.
Yad Vashem - Israel
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The Center for Holocaust Awareness
and Information (CHAI) of the
Jewish Federation of Greater Rochester
is dedicated to the memory of the
six million Jews who were murdered
during the Holocaust.
The Center is a testimony to the
vanished European Jewish communities,
the Jewish resistance fighters and
the righteous among the nations
who did not stand by in silence.
CHAI is committed to the advancement
of public awareness of the Holocaust
and its lessons as well as to the
broader issues of prejudice, racism,
and human rights.

CHAI Resources
The Center is a major repository for
resources on the Holocaust. Our collection includes 1,500 books, 400 videos
and DVDs and six poster series. Our Holocaust Survivor testimonies have been
digitized and can be viewed online at
www.rochesterholocaustsurvivors.org.
Teacher focused, the library also contains a wide range of pedagogical materials (curricula, study guides and course
outlines) to teach about the Holocaust
and related subjects of prejudice and
discrimination. In addition, we have a
number of artifacts and original photographs collected from area survivors.
Most materials are available for loan.
CHAI works with more than 70 area
schools and colleges to arrange for
speakers through its “Survivors in the
Classroom” project. This generation of
students is likely to be the last to hear the
testimony of living Holocaust survivors

so we have created several “traveling trunk”
exhibits to send to schools. CHAI’s first
traveling trunk contains a complete Holocaust unit for middle schoolers with DVDs,
books, maps, photographs and artifacts
covering the rise of the Nazi party and the
impact on the lives of German and Austrian Jews. CHAI’s Poland traveling trunk
picks up where the last trunk left off with
the invasion of Poland. Lessons are focused on moral choices that influenced the
survival of local Holocaust survivors from
Poland, where most of prewar Europe’s
Jews lived.

Teacher Training and
Interschool Programs
CHAI offers an annual workshop for
educators. We are designated as an
official Echoes & Reflections training
center. This curriculum, created
jointly by the Anti-Defamation League
(ADL), the USC Shoah Foundation
and Yad Vashem, has impacted over
5 million students across the U.S.
CHAI collaborates on programming
with Monroe Community College’s
Holocaust, Genocide and Human
Rights Project and other local Holocaust
education programs in area colleges.
CHAI offers an annual interschool
program, inviting area schools to
participate together in a Holocaust
learning experience. We act as a
clearinghouse for Holocaust education
opportunities in the community.

